Yamaha dt400

Max torque was Claimed horsepower was The DTB had all the components for an enduro
motorcycle including raised front and rear fenders, good ground clearance, a raised side
mounted exhaust system. Stripped down, the DTB could race in the early motocross races with
similar motorcycles. The engine was a air cooled single cylinder, two-stroke. Fuel was supplied
via a membrane. It came with a 3. Stopping was achieved via expanding brake in the front and a
expanding brake in the rear. The DTMX was fitted with a 2. The bike weighed just The wheelbase
was This new big-bore cc enduro. Go just about anywhere, do just about anything and do it with
zip! The DT1 had grown up, first to size, and now , and had become an extremely seductive
machine. The latest Yamaha DT has a new monoshock frame. The DT has a performance
capability close to that of the pure motocross machine. From CycleChaos. Yamaha DT
Manufacturer Yamaha. Western Power Sports. This motorcycle , scooter , or moped -related
article is a stub. You can help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact User:Budlight if you need
help. List of Yamaha motorcycles. Categories : Enduro motorcycles Motorcycle stubs Yamaha
motorcycles Yamaha DT Series s motorcycles Off-road motorcycles cc displacement
motorcycles cc 2-stroke motorcycles Enduro-style motorcycles Single cylinder motorcycles
Single cylinder 2-stroke motorcycles 2-stroke motorcycles Reed Inlet Valve motorcycles.
Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last edited on 23
November , at Gear box: 5-speed Final Drive: chain Clutch: Wet multi-discs. Yamalube 10w
Service Manual. Test riders loved this new big-bore cc enduro. Go just about anywhere, do just
about anything and do it with zip! The DT1 had grown up, first to size, and now , and had
become an extremely seductive machine. Weighing less than pounds, with equal amounts of
horsepower and torque, the oversquare single-cylinder two-stroke could tackle a dune in the
Mojave Desert, climb gnarly trails high in the Rocky Mountains or hare along old logging roads
in Maine. These magazine riders were pretty darned experienced, and enjoyed pinning the
throttle, fore and aft, making maximum use of the power at all times. We should go back to the
beginning, which was that excellent DT1 of One of the real blessings of this great land of ours
are those huge expanses of unoccupied land, and all that was needed was a properly set up
motorcycle to enjoy the tens of thousands of miles of dirt roads and trailsâ€¦and a big gas tank
was very useful, too. The DT1 was a superb motorcycle right off the drawing board, as its
two-stroke, piston-port single with five ports provided the good lowend grunt that play-bikers
wanted. Yamaha realized that there was a big difference between a machine that could win
races and a machine that a noncompetitive rider would enjoy. This unitized powerplant was
bolted into a cradle frame using a double loop, plenty strong enough to cope with the claimed
22 horsepower. It was great fun without being too finicky. And just in case somebody wanted to
race it, a Genuine Yamaha Tuning kit with a new cylinder, piston, expansion chamber, etc.
Dealers could not keep them in stock. And the competitive MX and YZ models that followed
were eagerly snapped up by racers. As was the smaller cc AT1 Enduro that soon followed, and,
in , the bigger cc RT1 Enduro with a bore of 80mm, stroke, 70mm. The DTA used a lot of MX
parts, including the chassis, to give it both sportier handling and more power. Also new was the
reed-valve induction system and CDI ignition, which did away with the oft-times bothersome
points. But the DTA was a one-year only machine, as Yamaha soon realized that there had not
been enough differentiation from the previous RTâ€”so lo and behold, in the DTB appeared, the
A having been bored out to 85mm for a total of cc. It was crowned with a very sexy new head
with radial finning. The Mikuni carburetor was the 32mm size, and with the reed valves this
made for a rather thirsty engine, getting only 30 mpg or less when honking down a sand
washâ€”and the smallish gas tank only held 2. That certainly restricted the range, even though
the oil tank for the automatic lubrication held 1. Primary power went through helical gears to the
multiplate clutch, and then into the five-speed transmission. At the rear wheel the dyno
measured almost 24 horsepower at 5, rpm, and 24 lb-ft of torque at 5, rpm. Happiness for the
experienced rider was best found at 5, rpm, and in fifth gear on a straight stretch of road the
bike could happily exceed 80 mph. However, with a steepish rake of 30 degrees, and 5. The fork
used progressive springing with three stages; the Thermo-Flow shocks at the rear had double
springs and remote reservoirs. The single-leading-shoe brakes were intended for dirt riding, and
could cause a mild panic when attempting a fast, unplanned stop on the pavement. The
wheelbase was 56 inches. The biggest problem was in starting the bike. A cc single two-stroke
is a hefty engine to get fired, and while the automatic compression release worked like a charm,
the CDI could be less cooperative when starting off first thing in the morning. Also, when the
engine was hot, a rider could spend a lot of energy kicking. As one magazine put it, there was
no sure-fire drill that could be followed, and starting lacked any predictability. Once running, the
DT was a trifle lurchy on the road, as the engine did not really take kindly to a constant
throttleâ€”unless it was constantly wide open. Even with the less-than-expected sales, Yamaha
went on improving the DT, making the rear suspension a mono-shocker for Yamaha was also

trying to enlarge the market for these big-bore twostrokes, offering a race version YZ, and for
they put lights and a muffler on the YZ and presented it as a serious enduro model, the IT, trying
to compete with the European ISDT models. But the two-stroke era was coming to an end, and
Yamaha knew it. Which is why in Yamaha introduced a cc four-stroke single in the road-legal XT
and off-road TT versions. The DT was kept on the payroll until , and then retired. This
Retrospective article was published in the February issue of Rider magazine. What would a bike
like this be worth ballpark â€¦. I have three 77 im currently rebuilding one to make a dirtbike and
i have another thats a dirtbike neither are road legal and no title anybody know what there
worth. Hi how much do u want for it, and I live in Manitoba Canada where are you from. I love
those bikes. I just picked one up all it needs is top end rebuild it ran before it was tore apart just
smoked little more than it should of so did it to be safe and in conversation of dirt only no
headlight taillight blinkers Speedo or mirrors. Starting when hot is usually pretty easy and
mostly just needs one kick. From cold it needs choke until it fires once, then choke off and kick
it until it runs, which sometimes can be more than I would like. But it always starts. And yes
30mph through a town is tough and annoying. In some cases the best technique is to accelerate
hard then pull in the clutch and coast up to the traffic ahead. Looking to sell both soon, located
in NE Ohio. I have a DT, I would like to sell. Runs has title also a 75 DT email me for info thanks.
I am looking for a driving job with about 5 years left to work. I like working by myself and have
my cdl. Any job for consideration would be appreciated. Thank you. Hi guys, I am about to pick
up a DT but not sure which year it is, either 75 or It starts If anyone is interested this will be
cleaned up and running well and for sale. No title but you may not want to come to Ontario,
Canada to get it?? What should I look out for when I look at it? Thanks everyone, Flint. HI guys.
I have a DTE i bought a carburetor for it and now i install it. But am still trying to make out which
side of the carb is the right side for the oil pump line. Can anyone help me out? It should be a
hole on the right side front of the mik uni carburetor it should have a small brass pipe that the
hose from the oil pump hooks to, which is also on the right side. The oil line comes from pump
under the pump cover on clutch or right side of the engine to right side of carb. Right side as
being your right leg side. I have a in storage, I bought new when I was 17 years old. I have other
motorcycles since but this bad boy would climb the highest sand hill, go through mud and
water above the muffler keep it running of course , climbed steps of a High School, go 75 mph
down a beach, you name it. It was not a cruiser. Has lights just to make it street legal. I can not
even remember how many wild places I have been with it. Not one problem ever! Yet, only 3,
miles, original sprocket, chain, tires, everything. People on the road beside this sand pit would
stop and watch. Never once did this rocket bog down even in higher gears. Loved to put my hot
girlfriend on the back and terrorize the beach, where I live. Runs extremely well with less than 6,
miles. I have manuals, parts and a desire to sell. I am located in Saratoga Springs, NY. Hi Bill,
would you have some pic,s of it, and how much would you take for the bike. I had one but it
needed to much work, repair,s ect.. I would love to own another one if the price is right. Thanks
Bill. Absolutely interested in this bike. Do you still have it and how much are you asking. I live in
Maryland and would come and get it if we can make a deal. I have a Yamaha DT Been cleaning it
up a bit. Anyone know where I can find a good replacement seat? The rain and vinyl is pretty
warn. How much and where are you located? What condition is it in? Definitely interested if you
are in my area. Bill be in Saratoga springs New York do you still have your motorcycle? Is it
running good? And how much do you want for it? Rebuilt with Wiseco piston within last miles.
Ran great last time I rode. Custom front and rear fenders, flexible rear turn signals from later DT,
and rear knobby. Has one dent on left side of gas tank. Needs new front tire and battery. Make
Offer. Mint with US title. I bought it from a fellow up in Yonkers , New York a couple of years
ago. It is all original -Sunshine red- and runs great too. What could this be worth??? Has
anyone else ever seen one??? This is the prize of my collection I have acquired over the past 25
years collecting vintage bikes and in not for sale at this time. Save my name, email, and website
in this browser for the next time I comment. Northeast U. South Central U. Southeast U. West U.
Rider Magazine. Thanks Tom. I have a red 77 monoshock bike for sale in great condition. Tengo
la DT Con menos de 3. Estoy en Caracas. Te sirve? I am looking for a Yamaha Dt alsoâ€¦Located
in Maryland. I turned my DT over to the streetâ€¦. Hi I am looking for Yamaha Dt , Hit me if
anyone has it. Jaudet jaudet. Please enter your comment! Please enter your name here. You
have entered an incorrect email address! Most Popular. What's New? Clement Salvadori February 19, Clement Salvadori - February 17, Make Yamaha. Model Dt. Driven since re-build
Bike restored as a hobbynot for profit. Odometer reflects miles driven since restoration Parts
not OEM Yamaha are seat, decals, left control, front fender and paint color. Left control
upgraded to an aluminum reproduction which is stronger and more durable than the plastic
stock unit. Frame was not restored, just touched up a few spots. Bike was manufactured in May
of , title is as the May VIN date on the bike, however this bike is considered a model.. NEW

unmounted brick pattern back tire included. Buyer is responsible to determine what paperwork
is required to transfer title to your state. Bike does not come with warranty or returns, I'd
recommend a review of the bike in person before final payment. Cash or Pay Pal accepted,
payment must clear before pickup or bike is released to carrier Questions or offers call I
completely dissembled the engine and reassembled it to make sure everything was good. I am a
professional motorcycle builder so I decided to modify the engine to look completely stock but
run like a hotrod. The bike stock is about 15HP this one is more like 20HP. Rev's out higher and
quicker and pulls strong throughout the entire RPM range. Engine modifications;
-Professionally ported cylinder -Reworked milled head -Oversize reed block Yamaha Banshee
mm Mikuni Carburetor looks like stock 2mm larger -Modified exhaust system For more RPM's
-Modified silencer more free flowing -First oversize Yamaha piston Please ask all Questions
before bidding. I can ship this Motorcycle through Forward Air Freight. Shipping cost are the
responsibility of the buyer. Model YZ. A little History on Harry Hindall: Harry HindallHarry
Hindall was a motorcycle frame builder, aerospace engineer, and a desert racer From England
who learned his welding skills working from some of the best; Don and Derrick Rickman. A new
job brought him to SoCal. Others noticed his specially built Triumph Twin in his home built
frame, and they asked to ride it. After that he had friends wanting frames built for their bikes as
well. His final design was a TT Yamaha. Most 2-stroke bikes were about 30 lbs lighter when
done, and the Twins sometimes up to 60 lbs lighter! He also made his own plastic Rickman style
tanks in Red and seat combos. You would custom order your frame telling him what forks and
wheels you were going to use. He also sold lightweight hollow axles and swing arm bolts, as
well as Adel clamps that were used to mount most anything to his frames without welding. Less
than 75 total frames were built, and no real records were kept. Both of these bikes end in Made
in maybe? Both bikes had the then new state of the art conical Yamaha front wheels on them.
Maybe a clueâ€¦ I believe the VIN is nothing more than a manufactures date, and nothing more. I
have seen two bikes with big horn motors and the 71 as the last numbers also. This is an
original Harry Hindall DT1 still the original nikel plating in the frame in excellent condition! Can
crate and ship in the continental US , and can crate for overseas Shipping also. I will not ship
overseas though. I have a. Pretty clean for being 40 years old. These were removed years ago
and the bike has been used as a dirt bike since then. I do not have a title for it. Bike will start up
and runs just fine. Any questions feel free to call or text me any time at Make Kawasaki. Model
Ninja. In great condition. Selling it because I can only ride it a couple of months out of the year.
The one with that's more complete has ran less than a month ago and I have video proof of that
on my phone. It's really fast and fun to ride, all it needs is a new stator and it will be good to go.
The timing was a little too advanced when it was last ran. It has a little under 10k miles on it see
picture it doesn't have the key, and it has a brand new battery that needs to be charged. The
second bike I basically bought as a parts bike for the first one but I ended up just leaving it
alone. It has a LOT less miles than the first bike, only around 17 hundred. Its missing the rear
fender, its in a little bit rougher shape than the other but, mechanically it shouldn't take much to
get it going. Basically what you see is what you get, these are both very nice bikes and you're
getting them for the price of one. If I had the money I would fix up and ride both. Top end is
fresh - has been bore and honed with new piston. New gaskets New tires New drive chain
Replaced cables that needed to be replaced Replaced some plastic, but most was cleaned or
repaired. I wanted to try to keep it as original as possible Tank was repainted Motor was tested
on lift, no gas has been put in the tank. Original title was lost and due to the age of the bike and
Indiana law the rebuilt title was the only title that was able to be applied for. After several vin
checks and inspections a new vin was issued and title issued as well. If you have any questions
or want to see more pictures please feel free to request them. If you have any questions or
concerns or requests for more pictures please feel free to send me a message and I will do my
best to answer them. For Just that same Reason But, I have not spent any time to figure out if
the lights are working etc. Booth At This Show Alone!!!! Included with This Wonderful Bike If
you just want to Vintage Race this bike Again, YES! DMV "Transfer of Ownership" is all you will
need. To my eye I think She looks Great! Also, brake levers etc etc are still in overall Nice
Condition! Make No Mistake this Baby Think About it , if You pass this Baby Up ALL Negotiable
Funds must be received within 3 days of close of auction. You will be in default of this auction.
Seller reserves the right to the close of this auction at his discretion prior to the end of this
auction. Like all real auctions all sales are final. Like most any used item terms of sale are of
course, AS IS with no implied or expressed warranties. All forms of payment must be Proven
"Cleared" by my bank before this Wonderful Bike can leave my homes garage. Hi, Everyone I
Have had a lot of emails this morning asking me about Shipping Quotes I would get as many
Quotes as possible Otherwise, you will pay Way Too Much I would try Uship. To do this
properly, Get as Many Competitive Rates as you can so you will know when a fair rate presents

it'self You need to get the quotes yourself IE you will need to get your own quotes for shipping,
I believe ebay my have a shipping service for vehicles Leave this area to go to the Entire rest of
the Country Please feel f
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ree to contact me if you have any questions. Please email us. Hello Im selling my Yamaha DT
dirt bike. I am selling it as a dirtbike. At one time this was an enduro but I do not have the title
for it. This bike is in very nice shape as you can see in the photos. I wanted to restore the bike
but I dont have the time. It does have a smaller dent in the top of the tank but overall is in really
nice shape. The seat is not torn. Overall a super project for someone that collects bikes or a
nice smaller starter bike for someone. Payson, AZ. Hollywood, FL. Alamo Heights, TX.
Gloucester, VA. Easton, PA. Cripple Creek, CO. Dix Hills, NY. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Dt Year Make Yamaha Model -. Year - Make - Model -.
Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Yamaha Model Dt. Category - Engine
Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Kawasaki Model Ninja. Prev 1 2 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

